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Magento Mobile How-ToPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create and configure your own Magento Mobile application and publish it for the Android and iOS platforms


	Overview

	
		Style and theme your Magento Mobile Application interface
	
		Configure Product categories and add static content for mobile
	
		Prepare and publish your Magento mobile...
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Getting Started with Paint.NETPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning the free Paint.NET photo editing program means you can achieve any professional effect you want, and this book shows you how, ranging from installation and plugins to advanced imaging techniques.


	Overview

	
		Quick and simple tutorials designed to help you master Paint.NET in minutes
	...
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Principles of Digital Image Processing: Advanced Methods (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This textbook is the third of three volumes which provide a modern, algorithmic introduction to digital image processing, designed to be used both by learners desiring a firm foundation on which to build, and practitioners in search of critical analysis and concrete implementations of the most important techniques. This volume builds upon the...
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Serious ADO: Universal Data Access with Visual BasicApress, 2000

	From seasoned developer and trainer Rob Macdonald comes Serious ADO: Universal Data Access with Visual Basic, which teaches experienced Visual Basic developers how to make the most of ADO, Microsoft's flagship product for database access. Serious ADO covers the full range of uses for ADO, from basic use of...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics™ NAV 2015Packt Publishing, 2015

	Sharpen your skills and increase your productivity when programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2015


	About This Book

	
		The most comprehensive Dynamics NAV reference guide for programmers, developers, managers, and consultants
	
		Covers all the elements needed to learn how to do development in NAV...
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Infrastructure Public-Private Partnerships: Decision, Management and DevelopmentSpringer, 2013

	Economic development and social welfare depend on the existence of effective and efficient infrastructure systems, particularly in health, energy, transportation and water, many of which are developed and managed through Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs). However, empirical evidence suggests some pitfalls in the use of these PPP...
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Development of Aneurysms (Nature Conservancy Book)CRC Press, 2000

	The focus of the book, Development of Aneurysms, is a detailed discussion of the biology of aneurysms. Aneurysm formation is influenced by alterations in arterial wall protein synthesis, hemodynamic forces, arterial wall inflammation, and matrix protein degradation. The relationships of these forces provide a unified theory for the...
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Stochastic Coalgebraic Logic (Monographs in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series)Springer, 2009

	Coalgebraic logic is an important research topic in the areas of concurrency theory, semantics, transition systems and modal logics. It provides a general approach to modeling systems, allowing us to apply important results from coalgebras, universal algebra and category theory in novel ways. Stochastic systems provide important tools for...
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Moodle 2 for Teaching 4-9 Year Olds Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Part of Packt's Beginner's Guide series, this book will steadily guide the reader through exercises using practical examples that are easy to build, which are illustrated with screenshots. The activities become steadily more sophisticated and include combining the content from one module with another. This book is aimed at teachers of...
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Hdl Chip Design: A Practical Guide for Designing, Synthesizing & Simulating Asics & Fpgas Using Vhdl or VerilogDoone, 1998

	Arthur C. Clarke once wrote that any sufficiently advanced civilization would possess seemingly magical powers to a lesser-advanced one. Technology, and in particular computer technology, has and always will present a Janus head...
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International Development Assistance and the BRICS (Governing China in the 21st Century)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book aims to bring together a series of analyses on international development assistance in the BRICS, the group of countries that includes Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. The BRICS states comprise approximately 3 billion people (~40% of the World’s population) and in terms of GDP account for 16.8 trillion...
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The Polar Bear Expedition: The Heroes of America's Forgotten Invasion of Russia, 1918-1919William Morrow, 2019

	
		In the brutally cold winter of 1919, 5,000 Americans battled the Red Army 600 miles north of Moscow. We have forgotten. Russia has not.

	
		"AN EXCELLENT BOOK." —Wall Street Journal • "INCREDIBLE." — John U. Bacon •...
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